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About This Game

Hyposphere is not simply a classic "marble" platformer, it may also be the most beautiful, thanks to the power of the Unreal
Engine 4, as well as the most difficult.

A cunning artificial intelligence, along with the help of a clever virus, has taken over every computer in the world! There is only
one chance to fight back: pass the tests generated by this dastardly digital demon!

Dare you accept the challenge and prevent the coming of the end of the information age?

There's only one way to find out: take control of Hyposphere and dive into the adventure!

Key features:
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- Stunning graphics with the power of the Unreal Engine 4!
- More than 100 levels!

- Non-linear levels, which can be played in different ways!
- S~E~C~R~E~T P~L~A~C~E~S!

During the adventure you can collect a variety of bonuses:
- Extra points, coins, and lives!

- The ability to increase in weight and in size!
- A special magnet for items!
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Title: Hyposphere
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Atum Software
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 550

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I'm honestly surprised this game is free.
All the features, interactions, graphics....I'd have at least expected it to sell for 10$.
Well, no complaints here! I was at first under the impression that all I'd be doing was mixing things in a pot and playing around
with spells. Then I put my hand on the door thinking it was a way to exit the game, only to find myself in a maze being attacked
by knights!

I definitely recommend for the experience.. Best F1/Racing game ever :) ... GO BUY IT ! :D. Really simple and pleasant game,
i like to relax sound. a very challangeing game fun to play but the stupedist ending of any game I ever played...unless there is a
sequal.. big mistake buying this just getting the bus to move takes a degree in engineering?! i drove a transit bus for a yr in real
and it wasnt nearly as hard as this the devs should have simplified the controls but clearly they have not intention of doing so.
IMO Reppo and VRC should be the standard for all DLC in this game. The GP20 is amazing in every way. DTG should take
notes on how proper sound, controls, and immersion can bring a loco to life.. i watched a full playthrough of tales from the
borderlands, but i bought this game anyways because its really good.
tales from the borderlands - 9\/10
Borderlands the pre sequel - 8.5\/10
Borderlands 2 - 10\/10
Borderlands goty - 9\/10. Definitely recommend this game. Bought it because I used to play it on my friend's phone, and it's still
as great as it was back then. The music is great and the gameplay is fun. 10/10. For the price it's not bad. But it needs some fine
tuning. Ships seem to go were thay want to even though you tell them to go anthor direction. The tutorial is shoved down your
throat and dosnt tell you what to do. You cant even change the settings befor you finish the tutorial. And it needs a better way to
keep track of your ships.You get 4 ships at a time in battle if one of your ships moves out of view you have to move the screen
to the ship away that went astray have it move back to the other ships you were keeping track of. And as far as I can tell the
game only uses the mouse for controling your ships. there was no key binding cart in the settings menu so if there is any I dont'
know.

 But the game is farly ease to control. I just wish I could hit a number key to salect one of the four ships in my fleet insted of
clicking on them one at a time. But you get what you pay for,and for 5 bucks it's not bad.
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Very short free to play game. It was very fun and very polished for a Free to play game. Awesome job!. Absolutely beautiful
little game. It shows us the wonderful creatures that exist on our planet.. Only played a single round but it really has some
potential. If you are fine with playing alone most of the time its fine but if you expected live enemys then this probably is
nothing for you just like it's not for me because of that reason. Might visit it later on if it's able to get a higher playerbase.
. This is quite possibly the worst $5 ive ever spent, the controls are awful and it only offers partial gamepad support. You don't
even have to press any buttons to start rolling backwards in pre season. There is an option to configure controls but it was not
detecting my gamepad. Seems like a mobile port.. This is a wonderful light tactical battle game, reminiscent of Advance Wars
and that type of game. It has nothing to do with Shining Force, so I don't know why that other reviewer compared them.

There is a very nice variety of units, and all units have unique abilities. This really makes each unit unique, and gives you lots of
tactical options. I have only played the first couple campaign battles. The maps are small, set to a single screen. But, there is a lot
of terrain on the maps to deal with. Each piece of terrain gives units bonuses or detriments to attack\/defend, etc.

The tutorial popups explain nearly everything very nicely. They are quite well done. There are tooltips for most things (not
everything). What is especially nice is the tooltips for every unit ability. You can see very easily exactly what every ability does.

It would be nice to add tooltips to the unit stats, but hopefully that is coming. The stats are pretty straightforward, though. I had
to ask on the forum what the range of ranged units was, and the developer answered very quickly.

The developer is very active on the forums so far, and it is obvious that this game is his\/her baby.

I look forward to playing through the 20+ mission campaign, and getting into some asynchronous online battles.

Very well done game. I highly recommend it for mere price of a burger and drink.

. While it doesn't bring many new features from last year's version, it's probably the best Cricket Managment Sim to date, up to
date rosters and stats and more game modes adds to the replabilty, if you're a cricket fan like me it's fun to play, hopefully they
will add more major features in 2018.

Give us DRS Childish Things please.. A very fun let us eat everything! All accievements are doable and it is fun to play.. Not
much else to say! Good game. Wow, this was a wild ride. Played through the single player campaign in one go.
It has all the locomotion options you would want in a VR game.
The graphics are great. Enemies look detailed and the world feels huge. You can at the hellish mountains in the distance. You
get a sense that you're in a huge world.
It actually has a story worth playing through, something I don't see much in other VR games.
Has suprising amount of puzzles. You would not think that from screenshots and videos.
You get a lot of excercise in the later levels, tearing demons that are coming from everywhere.
The boss fights are fun.
My main gripe is there's not a lot of variety in enemy types. They mostly run towards you and try to hit you, some are more
interesting, like the priests that shoot fireballs, but that's about it. Hope they add more enemies. I also had to restart from
checkpoint once. A power wouldn't turn on.
Overall a great VR experience of being a demon from hell and tearing people apart.
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